
 

For added manufacturing specifically targeting architecture this is a graph that was produced 

by a Dutch organisation recently that demonstrates the innovations in 3D printing for 

architecture since 1996 and you see there’s not a lot that has occurred over the first decade 

but increasingly there is an exponential curve suggesting that builders and architects in the 

future are going to be specifying 3D printable 3D printed components in architecture this 

particular graph is coded by material and there’s some very interesting materials concrete 

clay metals plastics and others and we’ve been involved in several of those innovations over 

the years so I'm going to talk to you about those talk to you about some of our assembly 

methods and talk to you about some of our ethos surrounding that using sustainable materials 

or materials in new ways particularly the ethos that come from the position that rather than 

consider a machine that’s as large as a building in order to make a building that we would 

work with much smaller buildings and this research very much began from a place of 

frugality 3D printing is and continues to be a very expensive endeavour both in terms of 

materials and machines and so we wondered how the same kinds of machines that architects 

are using today to make prototypes could perhaps be used to make actual building 

components and our components come from the size of a component that you could hold in 

your hand a brick or a block and so many of your experiments come from that standpoint and 

we began to explore bricks or blocks that were very easy to assemble in such a way that 

anyone could put them together all the components would be additively manufactured and 

you could make complex walls and screens and building facades and even structural 

components quite quickly and so these are some of our experiments in plastic and we wanted 

to push that much further and so in some cases we were looking at expanding the possibility 

to think about how we could deploy one *hundreds in some cases of  3D printers to create 

small prototype proof of concept structures that explored particular ideas and in this case 

many of* quite often people talk about how 3D printing makes complexity for free but in fact 

if we were to print 3000 different parts and this this particular pavilion is comprised of 3000 



different parts file management becomes a problem as well as management of countless 

blocks and so in this case we’re encoding the instructions of the actual building onto the 

surface to colour so every block that you see that’s a different colour is actually the same 

block and so then you know exactly where that block is positioned in space and you can see 

the assembly is actually quite fast this can be erected in just a matter of an hour or so and to 

demonstrate that each block even though there's 3000 of them is put together quite quickly 

into larger panels and once those panels are assembled they can be*shiffed off shipped off 

site and reassembled and this has been done a number of times in a number of ways and this 

is the first time it was actually ever assembled and so our simulations suggested that it would 

stand up but we weren’t sure that’s why this gentleman is standing there with the to for ok 

this feels well but 3D printing in plastic wasn’t necessarily so interesting to us even thought 

this is a bio-plastic made out of corn we wanted to think about what other materials could be 

possible how could we return to some of our earlier research which involved traditional 

construction and the use of materials that already exist in the landscape such as clay from the 

making of traditional adobes or rammed earth building and because we are located in the Bay 

Area one of our first materials was looking at salt there’s an enormous amount of salt that is 

produced in the South Bay of San Francisco sea water from the bay is brought into very large 

pools and it just takes sun and wind over the course of the year to create millions of tons of 

salt it’s very inexpensive it’s a sustainable material and we began to explore we began to 

explore how we could make a 3D printable material using the salt to create  kind of salt 

polymer that was weather resistant UV resistant had structural characteristics and these are 

some of our earlier experiments in salt-added  manufacturing we began to think how we can 

*componentise them to make larger assemblies and imagine how the landscape that produces 

salt could also produce an architecture for that landscape we were inspired by the Inuit igloo 

for example and we attempted to embark upon the creation of a salt igloo the salt igloo was 

an experiment in creating a kind of lightweight salt tent out of components that we could 

rapidly manufacture very quickly using just a few machines out of the material we developed 



and essentially taking a single block and assembling it in such a way that all blocks would be 

different testing the the power of additive manufacturing but also the speed of a relatively 

enormously slow process to create this lightweight tent and you can see all these components 

are held in tension and in compression simultaneously using lightweight aluminum rods and 

using small clips that are held holding each component together this is the salt igloo being put 

together in our in our lab you can see the lightweight aluminum rods that make this kind of 

salt tent and again an experiment in the speed of rapid prototyping which I will admit is slow 

in cost-effectiveness and this is very inexpensive to make and also deployment and also 

imagining pushing forward how this might contribute to architecture this was a proof of 

concept exercise for a private residence that we were designing in Beijing at the time where 

we wanted to demonstrate the possibility of enclosing the more private areas of the house in 

these salt lattice works and also some of the outdoor areas by the pool we also imagined other 

components like the building façade to be created out of other materials as well particularly a 

material that we had been working on and discovered that it’s already in use in the additive 

manufacturing industry which is sand this allowed us to experiment with how this very 

*vicudous material could be used in additive manufacturing to create building system 

building components very quickly we explored other alternatives to that for sound attenuation 

for example and in one experiment we explored the seismic potential of creating a series of 

interlocking blocks not so different from Incan ashlar masonry that have seismic resistance to 

create these kind of stacked interlocking blocks that had a certain intelligence embedded 

within them and also a capability to handle them manually so each of these blocks has a 

handle built in as well as the instructions to tell a labourer exactly where they go in space and 

because they're so precise they would lock together and this was quite a heavy project as well 

weighing almost a ton and so they kind of rely on a kind of mass to make this column which 

we call the quake column other materials that we explored are clay and asking how man’s 

oldest additive manufacturing technology might be seen in the 21
st
 century using using 3D 

printing and imagining how we could go straight from the design in the computer to the 



making of these very delicate and refined mud objects that we could then fire and test for 

strength test for precision to create these new kind of ceramics and also began speculating on 

what that means for the construction industry the contemporary construction industry could 

we imagine new kinds of bricks that could insert into standard brick construction systems that 

might hold water or might hold plants could we print in air spaces that would a much more 

insulative masonry wall could we begin to collapse passive cooling systems like this 

traditional cooling system that’s found in the Mediterranean and the Middle East and Africa 

where a very large porous ceramic jug is holding water and when warm breezes pass over it 

an evaporative cooling effect humidifies the air and therefore lowers the temperature in 

interior spaces and so we took that as a challenge to make a kind of building module that used 

a building component that had 2 levels of porosity that were factored by the that were created 

by the additive manufacturing process one of micro-porosity that allows the ceramic to be 

highly porous and to be able to be *abso to absorb water like a sponge and also a larger 

porosity that allowed warm dry air to pass through directing the air into a space humidifying 

it and thus lowering the temperature of the interior and this is what we call the cool brick 

because of this porosity it works very well with very common mortar [assembly systems and 

locks it in quite well giving it some tensile strength in the in the joint and the relief allows for 

much of the wall to remain in in shadow or in shade throughout the day preventing the loss of 

moisture due to evaporation other experiments are have been with recycled materials as well 

like with paper where we’re taking recycled news print and turning it into powder and a 3D 

printable material this might be used for insulation for packing but this knowledge allowed us 

to explore other biological waste material like wood in the United States there’s something 

like 70 million tons of sawdust that’s put in landfills each year and so how can we take a 

inherently subtractive industry and turn it into an additive industry by taking sawdust and 

turning it into 3D printable material for useful  and potentially commercialisable objects well 

this is these are some of our experiments in 3D printed sawdust this is a sawdust polymer it 

has fibre reinforcement in it that gives it structural strength both in compression and in 



tension and interestingly enough the additive manufacturing layers return it to a kind of 

natural grain in some cases which is a little bit strange it has translucent properties and we’ve 

experimented with softwoods and hardwoods and always looking towards the possibility for 

thinking of building components that make larger assemblies for the production of walls and 

screens and dividers and building facades this knowledge allowed us most recently and this is 

just a couple of weeks old to explore the use of grape skins again because we’re in the San 

Francisco Bay Area there’s a large amount of grape skins from the wine industry and the the 

wine industry often throws these away or attempts to feed them to animals or to people or use 

them as fertiliser but still there’s there’s all this leftover and so we recently began to look at 

how we can take these grape skins turn it convert it into a powder and use it as a 3D printable 

material and so we made these 3D printed Chardonnay wine goblets out of Chardonnay grape 

skins and this was a more recent project for Design Miami working with a local designer and 

a champagne company in Paris where we converted the grape skins in that case to a wine 

bucket for Design Miami we also worked on the table as well other materials we’re exploring 

are rubber and thinking about the 300 million tyres that are thrown away each year in the 

United States and how we can convert that into potential additive manufacturing material it’s 

an enormous problem around the world this is the largest tyre landfill in the world in Kuwait 

that can be seen from space so we’ve been working with a company that cryogenically 

freezes tyres pulverising them to a powder and we then take that powder and using our 

knowledge base and converted it into a material for additive manufacturing and these are 

some recent experiments on that front 3D printed recycled tyres everywhere that you look if 

you look into the additive manufacturing industry and architecture many people are tempted 

to use cement or concrete and it’s often done using extruding wet concrete in our case we’re 

using a powder we begin with a powder and spray it with a very small amount of liquid thus 

saving a tremendous amount of *powder of water but also it deviates from using formwork 

which is about 60 percent of the cost of construction in the United States the wooden 

formwork that you pour concrete into and so we can make using powder very complex 



objects that do not rely on any kind of formwork and here you see that they also have 

translucent properties it looks in many cases like concrete yet it’s very lightweight and can be 

sanded sandblasted even painted you see this large object that we printed it’s held together 

with paperclips so we can make complex parts that become complex assemblies we look at 

traditional patterns of assembly so one thing that we have discovered is that when you have 

many machines around we want to keep them printing and design in fact becomes a little bit 

of a bottleneck and so we want to keep the machines running constantly so we have to find 

ways around design to produce objects that are constantly printed so we developed a strategy 

to only design one block for example and randomly rotated on the surface and I can’t claim 

the innovation this *iva innovation has been around for thousands of years Karakusa patterns 

in Japan or Arabesque in the Middle East and unleash them on surfaces such as in this bench 

that we designed that’s calibrated so the software can understand this the build beds of the 

machines to create all the parts needed with the interlocking hardware connections to produce 

objects in this case the the bench  that we call the Seat Slug because it was inspired by a slug 

that was discovered off the coast of California recently and what’s exciting for us is that the 

same information that we use for visualisation in this case this is the render is used for the 

actual production so we’re skipping many steps in the traditional architecture process and one 

of those steps is drawing and so we’re moving straight directly from model to fabrication 

quite quickly so whereas architects at one time used addi() additive manufacturing tools to 

evaluate at a particular scale now we’re using that same information and in many ways those 

same machines to build at the full scale and so this is a recent pavilion that we made using 

iron oxide III Portland cement which makes cement much wider made of 840 different 

components each of those components has an instruction embedded in it based on an image 

that tells it whether to keep an aperture open or closed so we worked quite quickly to design 

this kind of complexity there’s the image instruction that’s mapped on the surface that makes 

this very figural pattern that has some interesting effect the structure’s also analysed in the 

computers a very simple torqued plus *sign that gives the surface a high degree of rigidity it’s 



6 inches at the bottom and just an inch and a half at the top so it’s very thin and lightweight 

the ideal was that we could take this structure design it and then it had to be shipped to 

Thailand very quickly and so it was broken apart into several components and then shipped 

and then you can see the ease of assembly in this video and it’s very useful for a party more 

resilient would have been returning to clay as a body of material of research but in this case 

rather than designing the objects we’ve begun to design the instructions to the robot in the 

making of objects and so we began to program in a series of glitches that would allow 

material tobe deposited in ways that would create a series of objects that maybe we couldn’t 

predict exactly the outcome and the reason for that is that *we we are looking for something 

we don’t know we don’t know the outcome to create instances where it would be very 

difficult to make out of extruded clay material to create the objects such as this or this or this 

for example so that the the clay and material then pushes into the possibilities to have 

different structural characteristics different aesthetic  characteristics and we’re pushing the 

limits of that to explore texture and surface structure a cladding system and we’re currently in 

the process of creating a 3D printed house where both the exterior and interior surfaces are 

3D printed exploring  these kinds of concepts using many of the materials that we have 

invented in this case you see one of the walls in the house has both Portland cement and 

Chardonnay and we’re often asked do you ever think about a gradient of these materials and 

in this case we began to explore the gradient of materials that moves between geological 

materials and biological materials Portland cement on the bottom and Chardonnay grape 

skins at the top and you can see that gradient moving through a single part we don’t know 

what the application for this is but we’re excited about the possibility of these applications 

and we’re also doing this sort of clay as well and so you can see the gradient moving between 

two different clay bodies and we recognise that in the case of our experiments with porcelain 

in a more opaque way that we can have translucency targeted in certain areas and opacity 

targeted in certain areas even at the level of the filament and so whereas one might see 

traditional construction in terms of thinking about a brick and the hand and robotic 



manufacturing methods as existing at 2 ends of the technological spectrum we’re beginning 

to think about how we can possibly stitch those together leapfrogging the the disconnect of 

the industrial revolution and bring back craft into the additive manufacturing process. 

Tthank you. 


